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High hardness steels can be affected by delayed brittle cracking often attributed to
hydrogen embrittlement. Improved resistance to hydrogen embrittlement would be beneficial to
many industries including military, automotive, and high-rise construction. While other
prevention methods include coating, trapping, and barriers, design efforts in this study were
focused on improving intrinsic properties to be more resistant to hydrogen embrittlement. Four
alloys targeting 477 – 534 HB were designed and produced in-house and compared against a
commercial grade 500 HB alloy. Charpy V-notch (CVN) impact toughness and tensile
specimens were made according to ASTM E23 and ASTM E8 to characterize mechanical
properties. Hydrogen embrittlement testing was performed using ASTM E8 test samples electrochemically charged in either sodium hydroxide or sulfuric acid with thiourea in solution. Results
suggested that alloying for lower strength and better toughness by reducing C and Mn results in
lower hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION: HISTORY OF HIGH HARDNESS ARMOR AND SUMMARY OF
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
1.1

MIL-DTL-46100E: Military Detail for High Hardness Armor
High hardness armor (HHA) was developed and first used in Southeast Asia circa 1960.

HHA had a required hardness of at least 500 HB (Brinell hardness) and had a high ductile-brittle
transition temperature but showed no issues being used in the tropical climate. Problems first
surfaced during overseas shipping of armor kits to Vietnam, during which the material would
crack due to intrinsic brittleness. For this reason, the armor material was meant to be used as
appliqué armor, not used for welded structural components [1]. However, both past and present
uses of HHA have included welded structural components. Hydrogen embrittlement poses a
dangerous issue for this kind of material to be used reliably as a structural steel. Since hydrogen
embrittlement is a delayed fracture phenomenon, failure can occur at unsuspected times in high
hardness steel (HHS) even when loaded below the yield strength (YS). Hydrogen embrittlement
affects steels above 39 HRC (Rockwell C scale hardness) [2] and can affect many industries
including military, high-rise construction, automotive, shipbuilding, and others.
The desire to use HHS for armor comes from projectile protection mechanics. For certain
projectile types such as hardened steel penetrators, breakup of the projectile is the best protection
method, and this requires high hardness. At ultra-high levels of hardness plate fracture becomes
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more common. At slightly lower hardness levels, plugging can occur which is caused by
adiabatic shearing [3].
HHA is a quenched and tempered plate, and its details are summarized in Table 1.1.
HHA is classified as having a hardness between 477 and 534 HB and an impact resistance of 12
ft-lbs in the transverse-longitudinal direction at -40 °C by Charpy V-notch testing. As listed in
the detail, welded structural use has been added in the latest revisions [4]. The second class of
autotempered HHA was added to the current revision in 2008 to meet steel demand from the
military during the Iraq / Afghanistan operations [5]. The first use of HHA in welded structures
was above the beltline (bottom edge of windows) in Light Armored Vehicles (LAVs). The steel
was selected to protect against 7.62 mm and AK-47 rounds. As in the case with the Vietnam war
armor kits, these vehicles also exhibited cracking during overseas shipping due to its inherent
brittleness [6].
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Table 1.1

Summarized Details of MIL-DTL-46100 [4].
MIL-DTL-46100E
Type

Quenched and tempered, high hardness armor
plate for lightweight applications
0.118 - 2 in.

Thickness

Classes
Use

3 - 50.8 mm
Class 1

Liquid quenched, oil or water

Class 2

Air quenched

Welded structures, add on armor (appliqué)
477 - 534 HB

Hardness
Charpy V-notch
impact (Minimum
average for
standard width)
Bend Test

49.7 - 53.5 HRC
12 ft-lb (T-L)

14 ft-lb (L-T)

Thickness

Inside radius requirement

0.3125 - 0.500 in.

6T

Carbon
Maximum (wt.%)
Maximum
Class 1: 0.80 wt.%
Carbon
Equivalent

3

0.32
Class 2: none

1.2

Embrittlement Issues Affecting High Hardness Steel
HHA is a type of high hardness steel. HHS is used to refer to a more general-purpose

steel with a hardness of greater than 500 HB. Welding can cause issues when the cooling rates
related to welding methods form microstructures susceptible to brittle fracture, such as
untempered martensite in the heat affected zone [7]. This means that as hardenability increases,
welding becomes more problematic. HHS requires tight welding standards to ensure that
cracking issues are minimized [4, 8, 9]. Some cracking in welds of HHS has been attributed to
stress corrosion cracking and hydrogen assisted cold cracking (hydrogen embrittlement) [6].
Cracking commonly occurs in the heat affected zone of welds in armor steel, and cracks in free
cut edges in LAVs have been attributed to environmentally-assisted cracking in untempered
martensite [3, 6]. Tempered martensite embrittlement (TME) is another major issue that affects
steels and causes a decrease in impact toughness as the tempering temperature increases [3]. It
typically affects tempering temperatures between 260°C and 370°C and has been attributed to
the precipitation of intergranular carbides when tempered at higher temperatures [10, 11].
Hydrogen embrittlement is a significant risk for quenched and tempered steels. To avoid TME,
the range of tempering temperatures between 260°C and 370°C should be avoided for most
steels [10, 12]. Lower tempering temperatures are acceptable, but quench embrittlement can
become a problem in steels with a C (carbon) content higher than 0.5 wt.% that are tempered
below 220°C. Tempering at higher temperatures is the safest method but will result in a much
lower hardness and strength than desired for HHS. Increased tempering time has little effect on
strength and hardness; however, both elongation and Charpy impact toughness decrease with
increased tempering time [13, 14].
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There are many benefits to be gained from HHS if the effect of hydrogen embrittlement
can be minimized or eliminated. First, use of HHS for welded structural components would be
less problematic. Second, vehicles and parts could be further light-weighted. Also high-rise
construction could use stronger bolts, improve bolted beam design, and shortened erection time
[15]. For armor steels, better projectile protection could be achieved [3].
1.3

Steel: Alloying, Processing, and Treating for Improved Properties
C is often used in steel to increase hardenability and strength. The percentage of C added

to steel also affects the microstructure of the alloy and the phases that are present. For HHS,
enough C must be present to produce a fully martensitic structure that is hard enough to reach
500 HB. However, the increased hardenability due to increased C content often results in a
traded loss of ductility and / or toughness [16]. A higher C content also makes welding more
problematic as the quenching rate in the heat affect zone can cause the formation of untempered
martensite [7, 17]. MIL-DTL-46100E [4] outlines a maximum C content of 0.32 wt.% to prevent
too much loss of ductility and toughness.
Many other elements can be used to alloy steel to improve some properties. A summary
of different types of alloying elements and their effects are shown in Table 1.2. Improvements to
one property can often sacrifice improvements in other properties.
Alloying is not the only method for improvement of steel properties. Mechanical
processing, heat treatment, and other processes can also improve steel properties. For example, a
refined microstructure has been shown to improve toughness, strength, and the ductile to brittle
transition temperature [18]. A refined microstructure can be accomplished with alloying, heat
treatment, or thermomechanical processing such as hot or cold rolling.
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Table 1.2

Effects of Different Alloying Elements on Properties in Steel. The direction of the
triangle indicates increase or decrease in property.
Strength /
Fracture
Austenite
Impurity
Hardenability toughness stabilization

C

▲

Si

▲

▼

Mn

▲

▲

Weldability directly affected [7, 17]

▲

S
Cr

▲

Ni

▲

▼

Mo

▲

▼

Nb

▲

B

▲

Si-Ni

▲

Inhibits carbide growth, moving TME to
higher tempering temps [12, 19, 20]

▲

[12, 19, 20]

▲

Elongated S particles are problematic [21]
Solution softening [19]

▲

Decreased cold cracking susceptibility
[19, 20, 22, 23]
[19]
Micro-alloying refines grain size
[24, 25]
Micro-alloying does not affect ductility [26,
27]

V
Ni-Cr-Mo

Notes

Carbide former, aids grain refinement [20]
▲

▲

[5]

▲

[19]

The heat treatment process of austenitization and quenching is often used to improve
strength by creating a stronger body-centered tetragonal (BCT) structure called martensite. The
material is first heated above its austenitization temperature (Ac3), then it is cooled rapidly.
Austenitization is the process that transforms ferrite, the body centered cubic (BCC) structure of
steel, to austenite, the face-centered cubic (FCC) structure. The austenitization temperature is
dependent upon the chemical make-up of the steel and heating rates. Austenite has a higher
solubility for C than ferrite, so more C atoms are free to diffuse in the iron matrix while the
material is above the austenitization temperature. It can be important not to hold the temperature
of the steel too high or too long above the Ac3 as this can increase embrittlement by increasing
grain size, which increases grain boundary impurities [15]. The austenitization temperature
6

should be reached throughout the thickness of the steel before quenching to preserve the most
toughness in the material. Furthermore, to provide the most strength from the quench, all the
steel needs to transform to austenite before quenching.
To transform austenite into martensite rather than ferrite, the quenching rate must be
rapid enough to prevent C diffusion that would enable a two-phase equilibrium, and rather force
a diffusionless phase transformation (i.e. a martensitic transformation). This diffusionless
process forces the matrix to be oversaturated with C, stiffening the lattice structure. If the cooling
rate is too slow, then C can diffuse out of the matrix during the transformation from FCC
austenite to BCC to restore equilibrium [28, 29, 30, 31].
1.4

Hydrogen Embrittlement
Because of the small size of the hydrogen atom, it can easily move throughout the lattice

sites in steel [32], especially in a matrix devoid of any potential wells that hinder hydrogen
movement [33, 34, 35]. Since hydrogen can easily diffuse within steel, and because hydrogen is
undetectable by traditional chemical spectrometry, hydrogen embrittlement is a difficult subject
to address. Thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) is a method used to detect hydrogen within
steel, but it is limited to analyzing the total amount of hydrogen and cannot analyze localized
concentrations. In addition, these measurements are also limited to measuring the hydrogen
concentration at the time of analyses, so the concentration of hydrogen in the material might
change if there is enough time between charging and testing.
Hydrogen embrittlement was first discovered in the 1870’s when William Johnson
noticed a loss of strength in iron after submerging it in sulfuric acid. He also noted that after
removing from the acid, bubbles would froth from the surface. When it appeared that bubbles
were absent from steel fracture surface, he discovered that microscopic bubbles were emitted
7

from the fracture surface under a microscope with power of “250 diameters” as Johnson
described. His experimental test methods were fascinating and rudimentary since his experiments
were the first performed regarding hydrogen embrittlement. After charging in acid, the effort
required to break iron by bending back and forth was reduced by three or four times compared to
uncharged iron. The iron would regain strength eventually after some time had passed. The effect
on steel was even greater causing the steel to break like pipe stems. He also discovered that
hardened and tempered steel was more greatly and rapidly affected than steel that had been
softened. The amount of C in the steel also changed the effect of charging with acid [36].
1.4.1

Mechanisms and Properties Influencing Behavior of Hydrogen Embrittlement
The phenomenon of hydrogen embrittlement has been studied extensively since its

discovery in 1874. Many mechanisms and theories have been suggested, and some solutions
have been proposed. Some solutions to hydrogen embrittlement are often temporary and / or can
use improvements. Hydrogen enhanced localized plasticity (HELP) and hydrogen enhanced
decohesion (HEDE) are two of the leading hypotheses of hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms.
Internal H2 gas pressure, brittle hydride formation, and adsorption induced dislocation emission
(AIDE) are some other popular mechanisms. Hydrogen migrating to crack tips is the driving
force behind most hydrogen embrittlement mechanism theories. Hydrogen is thought to diffuse
to areas of high hydrostatic tension which often occurs in front of crack tips and causes brittle
crack propagation in the material [33, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42].
HELP is a mechanism that causes localized softening ahead of crack tips in the presence
of hydrogen. The theory suggests that hydrogen atmospheres can reconfigure easily within
changing elastic stress fields in the steel matrix. These changing atmospheres are thought to
minimize total elastic energy when dislocations approach obstacles which causes a decrease in
8

resistance to dislocation motion due to obstacles and causes an increase in dislocation motion.
Deformation is thought to occur locally to crack tips, since hydrogen concentrations are attracted
to the hydrostatic pressure located at crack tips, which causes cracks to grow by a more localized
microvoid coalescence. So HELP should result in a fracture surface with many smaller dimples
than what is seen on a fracture surface of a material failed in an inert environment [38].
For the HEDE mechanism, metallic bonds are weakened by high, localized
concentrations of hydrogen near and around crack tips. The presence of hydrogen is thought to
result in a decrease in electron-charge density between metal to metal bonds between atoms
which would cause tensile separation of atoms to be more favorable than slip [38]. There is some
difficulty in demonstrating the HEDE mechanism as there is not experimental demonstration that
atomic hydrogen dissolved in metal lowers interatomic forces between metallic atoms. However,
HEDE has been used for damage modeling to predict macroscopic hydrogen cracking properties
relevant to structural integrity modeling. [41]
The AIDE mechanism suggests that interatomic bonds are weakened in the presence of
hydrogen, and crack growth occurs by localized slip between dislocations and voids (emission of
dislocations from crack tips). AIDE is a two-step process in which a dislocation nucleates and
then moves away from the crack tip. Dislocation movement is the primary method of crack
growth in AIDE. In a non-hydrogen environment, slipping dislocations would produce blunting
or contribute to strain ahead of a crack, and only a few dislocations would intersect and
propagate a crack tip. This means that large strains ahead of cracks are needed to advance a crack
by void coalescence in a non-hydrogen environment. Hydrogen is suggested to cause more of
this dislocation movement to contribute to crack growth when hydrogen weakens interatomic
bonds. Crack growth is also thought to be facilitated by nucleation and growth of microvoids
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ahead of crack tips. The high levels of stress ahead of crack tips would cause further dislocation
activity in front of the crack [38, 42]. The structure of a failure mode such as AIDE has not been
characterized sufficiently, which is a cause for debate on the occurrence of AIDE [41].
Hardness of a material is the strongest indicator of the susceptibility of the material to
hydrogen embrittlement. It has previously been demonstrated that hydrogen charging affects
fracture strength starting generally from 35 HRC and harder. The effect of hydrogen is even
greater at levels higher than 39 HRC (or an ultimate tensile strength of 1200 MPa) [2]. Hydrogen
has been shown to increase localized hardness, and it is possible this compounds the effect of
hydrogen embrittlement [2, 43]. Hydrogen embrittlement is almost guaranteed for steels that are
above a certain hardness threshold [37]. This is a problem specifically for any HHS that lacks
toughness against brittle damage / cracking [33, 36]. Hydrogen embrittlement is a slow rate
process; a strain rate of 10-4 per second or lower is typically required to see an effect [44, 45].
Unfortunately, these materials can crack after a long time in service even when loaded below
yield, so the effect of hydrogen would not be known immediately. For this reason, it is not
advised to use high hardness material for structural applications without planning for cracking
issues in the future.
Three conditions must be met together for hydrogen embrittlement to occur: hydrogen
embrittlement susceptibility, hydrogen presence, and applied load [2]. If one of these three
conditions is not present, then hydrogen embrittlement is negated. Hydrogen susceptibility refers
to the tendency of a material to exhibit brittle behavior, typically meaning high strength or
hardness. In some cases, the applied load may not be an external load, as some internal residual
stress could be strong enough to cause issues. In any loading condition a fourth condition is also
needed. Due to hydrogen embrittlement being diffusion driven, enough time must be given to the
10

three conditions together. In Johnson’s testing, enough hydrogen was introduced in test
specimens that time was not a major factor, evident by the pipe stem-like failure caused by
bending steel specimens once [36]. However, when a structural steel is in an in-service condition
with at most one weight-parts-per-million (wppm) H+, time becomes a more significant factor
since hydrogen migration requires time [15]. The “in-service” condition and terminology is
based on work done by Akiyama et al. [46] and Uno et al. [15] who tested a wet/dry saline
environment and the humid environment of Okinawa, respectively, so “in-service” is thought to
mean general structural use in a neutral to sour environment where the hydrogen intake can be
high for natural conditions.
1.4.2

Prevention of Hydrogen Embrittlement
Throughout the years, methods for controlling hydrogen embrittlement have been

theorized and developed. There exist three main methods: coating, trapping, and barriers.
Coatings are used to prevent the entry of hydrogen into the material. Black oxide, cadmium, Ni,
alloy plating, titanium carbide or nitride, and chromium oxide are some coatings that have been
used [33]. Hydrogen diffusivity is reduced significantly across these coatings compared to the
diffusivity into bare steel. Coatings can greatly reduce the amount of hydrogen entry for inservice steel, but if the coating is damaged, it must be repaired to continue prevention of
hydrogen entry. Because it is difficult to produce a coating clear of defects, especially in the case
of armor, having intrinsic properties to reduce hydrogen embrittlement sensitivity is important
[42].
Hydrogen trapping is a second method used to control hydrogen embrittlement by
trapping hydrogen inside an energy well [33, 34, 35, 37]. This energy well prevents hydrogen
from diffusing to cracking sites, like crack tips, preventing hydrogen cracking. Traps are
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categorized by strength and fall into one of two kinds: reversible or irreversible. Reversible traps
are traps whose energy well is shallow enough that the hydrogen can leave during the service life
of the steel while irreversible traps have an energy well that will prevent hydrogen from leaving
the trap for the service life of the material. Findley [37] defined the binding energy of an
irreversible trap to be greater than 60 kJ / mole. Typically, irreversible traps are needed in steel
to combat hydrogen embrittlement, as reversible traps are free to release hydrogen back into the
iron matrix. There are multiple different traps such as interstitials, grain boundaries, dislocations,
carbides, and others [33].
A third method uses barriers to hydrogen to reduce hydrogen susceptibility by containing
concentrations of hydrogen inside an area so it cannot move to crack propagation sites. Barriers
to hydrogen behave similarly to hydrogen traps by immobilizing hydrogen atoms. However,
barriers act more like walls rather than using an energy well to trap hydrogen to a single location.
Retained austenite on prior austenite grain boundaries has been shown to reduce hydrogen
embrittlement susceptibility by acting as a barrier to hydrogen migration [19, 33].
1.4.3

Hydrogen Charging and Testing
Many hydrogen embrittlement tests have been performed in the strain rate range of 10-7

to 10-5 per second [15, 44, 45]. At these rates, it can take four hours to more than two days for a
single test to run. In real world applications Hydrogen embrittlement can take a longer time to
work in the background since general structural components are designed with a safety factor to
keep loading under YS. Due to the slower hydrogen diffusion process in this lower stress state,
the material may need years before any sign of hydrogen damage is present. Hydrogen
embrittlement can have an effect at faster strain rates as shown in some studies, but typically
involves an amount of “overcharging” or “oversaturating” beyond what would be expected in12

service to the point that the material has become extremely brittle [15]. The effect of hydrogen
embrittlement is much higher at slower strain rate regimes for in-service concentrations of
hydrogen.
Akiyama [43] studied the effects of a wet / dry saline cycle environment on the hydrogen
content in steel and showed that hydrogen content mostly stays below 0.5 wppm [46]. Uno [15]
studied Super-High-Strength-Bolts (SHTB®) subject to an outdoor environment in Okinawa,
Japan for up to 140 months, during which the hydrogen content saturated after a period of a year
or two between 0.4 and 1.0 wppm hydrogen. The average for the last 120 months of
environmental charging was 0.7 wppm. The onset of hydrogen embrittlement appears to start
somewhere below 1 wppm for many materials, but is heavily material dependent [15, 46, 47]. If
the overall hydrogen concentration in a material is lower than needed for onset of hydrogen
embrittlement, then the time required for hydrogen diffusion to crack tips is increased. Thus,
some testing may require much longer time for hydrogen induced cracking to occur.
Hydrogen testing is often performed using tensile mechanical testing, but other methods
have also been used such as four-point bending [48]. Specimens are usually charged by
submersion in acid, often using a current (electrochemical charging). Other methods include high
pressure and temperature charging using an autoclave. These charged experiments often involve
“overcharging.” Escobar et al. [49] studied hydrogen blistering in electro-chemically charged
multi-phase steel (FB450) and pure iron. The specimens were charged using H2SO4 and NaOH
with added thiourea using different current densities from 0.8 to 50 mA/cm2 for one hour. These
parameters resulted in between one to six wppm of hydrogen [49]. Wang et al. [50] charged steel
specimens using NaOH with thiourea in a current density of 0.03 to 0.3 mA/cm2 for 1 to 70
hours. They charged the specimens with up to two wppm hydrogen. The effect of hydrogen on
13

the reduction of strength appeared to saturate from 0.5 to 2 wppm, depending on the material,
and any further hydrogen content did not result in further loss of strength [50].
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CHAPTER II
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
2.1

Hydrogen Embrittlement
Whereas popular methods for reducing the effect of hydrogen embrittlement in steels

include coating and trapping, the methods used here focus on alloy modification to find an alloy
with a more intrinsic resistance to hydrogen embrittlement sensitivity. Multiple alloys were made
to target material properties outlined by MIL-DTL-46100E, and a commercially available steel
was selected for comparison. MIL-DTL-46100E was used to prescribe limits for the properties
and performance of the steel used in this research. By implementing this limit, the alloy designs
had to remain above a threshold hardness of 477 HB, making them comparable to other HHA.
The alloys were chosen by choosing chemical inputs based on previous alloys by Dyar et al. [25]
and the general alloying effects from Table 1.2 in the introduction. To make sure the alloys
would fall in the correct hardness range, JMatPro simulations were used to predict quenched and
tempered hardness values for desired chemistry targets [51]. The chemistry targets selected for
this study are listed in Table 2.1.
Four of alloys shown in Table 2.1 were designed in-house: MRHAC, HHS I, HHS II, and
HHS III. AR500 was selected to compare to in-house alloys. AR500 is a high hardness alloy
designed for high abrasion resistance and good weldability with a hardness of 500 HB. The
AR500 termed as “IMAR500, Impact AR500 Plate” by CMC Impact Metals Alabama was
acquired through Alro Steel in Potterville, MI. Each chemistry was designed using different
15

alloying elements to investigate possible effects of various elements and their combinations on
hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility. MRHAC was first designed to target a Rolled
Homogeneous Alloy (RHA), which is a softer steel, then was redesigned to target MIL-DTL46100E. RHA was an early development of homogeneous wrought steel that was first coined
during WWII as MIL-S-12560, and has gone through several revisions of which MIL-DTL12560K [7] is the current version. The detail outlines a steel with a hardness between 210 and
470 HB (18 HRC and 49 HRC) of which Class 4 includes the highest Brinell specification of 420
to 470 HB for plates of thickness from 0.098 to 2.750 inches. Class 1 also includes half inch
plates, but the hardness range for half inch plates is limited to 340 to 390 HB. Therefore, C was
increased to 0.3 wt.% for MRHAC to exceed the C maximum for RHA plates up to two inches
thick (0.27 wt.%), and the amounts of both Mn and Mo were increased for additional
hardenability. Nb was added for increased strength through refined grain size, and B was added
for further strengthening. HHS I was based on mimicking the chemical composition and
hardness of AR500. Compared to MRHAC, HHA I has lower Mn and Mo and higher Cr and Ni
but achieve the same level of hardenability according to ASTM A255. Next, HHS II was made
by modifying the chemistry of AR500 to increase hardness using Mn and micro-alloying
elements, Nb and B. Cr and Ni were still used in HHS II, but only half the amounts that were
used in HHS I. Finally, HHS III was an attempt to improve the hydrogen embrittlement
properties by designing an HHS with C content closer to RHA levels and by targeting the lower
hardness bound of 477 HB required by MIL-DTL-46100E. Due to lower C content, Ni and Cr
were added to help increase toughness, and both Nb and B were added for increased strength. C
was reduced to 0.25 wt.%. Cu was added in the amount of 0.2 wt.% for steel strengthening by Cu
precipitation [53, 54].
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Table 2.1

AR500
Analysis
MRHAC
Target
HHS I
Target
HHS II
Target
HHS III
Target

Target HHS Alloy Chemistries (wt.%).
C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cr

Ni

Mo

Nb

0.30

0.28

0.50 0.006 0.004 0.52

0.30

0.25

1.25

-

-

0.30

0.25

0.50

-

0.29

0.25

0.75

0.25

0.25

0.75

B

Cu

Fe

0.54

0.28

-

0.001 0.09

Bal.

-

-

0.45

-

0.50

0.50

0.25

-

-

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.05 0.003

-

-

0.25

0.75

0.25

0.05 0.003 0.20

0.05 0.003
-

-

-

Bal.

-

Bal.

-

Bal.
Bal.

An in-house vacuum induction melting (VIM) furnace was used to melt and cast 2 by 8
by 12-inch steel ingots (approximately, 50 lbs each). Chemical composition of the ingots was
confirmed using a LECO carbon / sulfur analyzer and a SpectroMaxx optical spectrometer. Next,
each ingot was reheated in an environmentally controlled conventional furnace to 1250°C, which
is above the AC3 temperature. Then a small-scale reversing-rolling mill was used to reduce the
thickness to half-inch. An eight-pass rolling schedule was used to reduce the 2-inch ingot to 0.5
inches with the following reductions per pass: 15%, 12%, 18%, 18%, 20%, 20%, and 14%,
respectively. Alloy composition was measured again after hot rolling.
Individual rolled plates were cut for mechanical test specimen preparation. Then they
were placed in a preheated oven above austenitization temperature at 900°C. After thirty minutes
of total time in the furnace, the plates were quenched in agitated water to reduce the impact of
the Leidenfrost effect, which is the formation of an insulating layer of steam around extremely
hot surfaces. After quenching from 900°C, the materials were tempered for thirty minutes using
two different temperatures: 200 or 246°C. The individual heat treatments are labeled QT200 and
QT246 to represent water quenching then tempering at those respective temperatures in degrees
17

Celsius. Plate specimens were hardness tested after quenching and subsequent tempering. Before
testing, the heat-treated plates were surface ground to 220 grit. Brinell and HRC measurements
of surface hardness were taken separately using their respective equipment. The treated plates
were then machined by wire electrical discharge machining (EDM). Tensile specimens were
designed, as shown in Figure 2.1, using ASTM E8, and Charpy samples were made using ASTM
E23 [55, 56]. Tensile tests were performed at a strain rate of 10-3 /s with an Instron extensometer
to control strain rate and to measure strain during testing. The test specimen summary is
available in Table 2.2. Fractography of mechanical failure specimens was performed using a
Zeiss Supra 40 scanning electron microscope (SEM) to investigate failure modes and inclusions.
The in-house production was heat treated using QT246 to match that of the AR500
plates. Higher tempering temperatures were not used because TME has been shown to occur in
the range of 260-370°C [10]. QT200 was also chosen to compare the effect of using less
tempered material. Microstructure samples were prepared after each tempering condition.
Samples from both rolling and transverse directions were mechanically polished to a mirror
finish (0.2 µm), then a 2% nital – 98% ethanol solution was used to etch the samples, and a Zeiss
optical microscope was used for optical imaging.
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Table 2.2

Mechanical Testing Matrix for HHS.

Material
AR500
MRHAC
HHS I
HHS II
HHS III
MRHAC + S
HHS I + S
Total

Figure 2.1

Heat
Treat
QT246
QT200
QT246
QT200
QT246
QT200
QT246
QT200
QT246
QT200
QT246
QT200
QT246
-

Quasi-Static Tension
-3

10 / s
Longitudinal
Transverse
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
26
14

CHV Impact
at -40°C
T-L
L-T
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
52
28

(a) ASTM E8 Tension Specimen (Dimensions are in mm, thickness is 3.10 mm).
(b) ASTM E23 Tension Specimen (Dimensions are in mm, thickness is 10 mm).
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Grain size for the materials tempered at 246°C was measured using electron backscatter
diffraction (EBSD) imaging of the microstructure. Prior austenite grains were reconstructed by
using Orientation Imaging Microscopy (OIM) software [57] to isolate grain boundary
misorientation angles between 15 and 55°. The grains were counted by hand and partial grains on
the edge of the image were counted as half grains. The images were counted twice to reduce
error. The area of the image was then divided by the number of grains to find individual grain
areas which was converted to an ASTM Grain Size Number.
Hydrogen embrittlement testing was designed to implement both in-service-type
conditions and stronger lab-type conditions that saturate the steel with more hydrogen than
would enter during use in an in-service environment. A quicker strain rate of 10-5 /s was chosen
to make more efficient use of time but still allow hydrogen embrittlement take place during the
multi-hour-long test. Research from Akiyama et al. [46], Perez Escobar et al. [49], and Wang et
al. [50] was used to select charging conditions using a sulfuric acid solution and a sodium
hydroxide solution. The research on SHTB ® by Akiyama [46] and Uno [15] was used to set a
target hydrogen concentration level representative of an in-service steel. A sodium hydroxide
solution similar to the solution used by Wang et al. [50] was used to charge specimens with a
hydrogen concentration more comparable with an in-service concentration level. Hydrogen
charging conditions similar to those using hydrogen sulfide performed by Escobar et al. [49]
were designed to implement the higher hydrogen concentrations for the lab-type conditions.
Table 2.3 shows the charging details for planned hydrogen embrittlement testing using the same
ASTM E8 specimens shown in Figure 2.1. The first solution, 0.1 M NaOH with 5 g/L thiourea,
was designed to input an amount of hydrogen that might enter the material during in-service use.
ASTM E8 specimens were charged for one hour at a charging density of 0.2 mA/cm2. The
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second solution, 0.5 M H2SO4 with 0.25 g/L thiourea, was selected to cause a more embrittled
condition. Specimens were charged for one hour in this solution at a charging density of 0.5
mA/cm2. After testing, failure analysis was performed using an SEM to look at the fracture
surfaces. Additional testing was performed using the same sodium hydroxide solution with
modified thiourea content of 10 g/L for to better define the behavior of HHS I and HHS III to
hydrogen charging. Two of the alloys, MRHAC and HHS I, were also produced using high S
content to investigate the effect of S on mechanical properties of steel.
Table 2.3

Hydrogen Embrittlement Testing Specimen Count for Hydrogen Charged HHS
under the Following Conditions: Charge 1 – One hour charge in 0.1 M NaOH with
5 g/L Thiourea at 0.2 mA/cm2, 2); Charge 2 – One hour charge in 0.5 M H2SO4
with 0.25 g/L Thiourea at 0.5 mA/cm2, and Uncharged.
Target
Specimen Specimen Specimen
Strain Rate Count
Count
Count
-1
(s )
(#)
(#)
(#)
Charge 1 Charge 2 Uncharged

Material

Heat
Treat

AR500

QT246

10

QT200

10

MRHAC
HHS I
HHS II
HHS III
MRHAC + S

2

-5

2

-5

2

-5

2

-5

2

-5

2

2

2

-5

2

2

2

-5

10

-5

QT200

2

10

2

QT246

2

-5

10

-5

QT200

2

10

2

QT246

-5

QT246

10

QT200

10

QT246

10

QT246

10

2

2
2

2

2
2

2

2
2

HHS I + S

QT246

10

2

2

2

Totals

-

-

22

12

22
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CHAPTER III
CHARACTERIZATION OF PROPERTIES FOR DESIGNED ALLOYS
3.1.1

Chemical Analysis
The resulting chemical compositions for the in-house produced alloys and the

commercial steel are shown in Table 3.1. C remained around 0.3 wt.% for all alloys except for
HHS III at 0.25 wt.% C. A varied amount of Mn was used for each alloy; HHS I contained the
least amount, about 0.5 wt.%. S was kept at 0.005 wt.% or lower. Two alloys containing S
amounts outside those specified in MIL-DTL-46100E were also tested for comparison. Cr and Ni
were added in varying amounts from 0 to 0.5 and 0.75 wt.%, respectively. 50 wppm Nb and 30
wppm B were added in all alloys other than HHS I. Cu was only added to HHA III and resulted
in a measured amount of 0.25 wt.%. Carbon equivalents (Ceq) were calculated using Equation (1)
and Equation (2) [58].
𝑀𝑛 (𝐶𝑟 + 𝑀𝑜 + 𝑉) (𝑁𝑖 + 𝐶𝑢)
+
+
6
5
15
(𝑀𝑛 + 𝐶𝑟 + 𝑉 + 𝑆𝑖) 𝑀𝑜 𝑁𝑏 𝑇𝑖 𝐶𝑢 𝑁𝑖
𝐶𝑒𝑞 𝐼𝐼 = 𝐶 +
+
+
+ +
+
+ 5𝐵
6
4
9
3 25 25
𝐶𝑒𝑞 𝐼 = 𝐶 +

(3.1)

(3.2)

Yard 5 plate is an HHS with a similar chemical design to the in-house HHS and is also
shown in Table 3.1. The plate was stored in an outdoor environment for many years and
exhibited a large crack that propagated to an outside edge. Hydrogen embrittlement was
suspected of causing the cracking. The plate was tested for hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility
using the same sulfuric acid solution charging as shown in Table 2.3 for Charging 2.
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Table 3.1

Comparison of Chemical Compositions of Various HHS.
Commercial HHS (AR500)

(wt.%)

C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cr

Ni

Mo

Nb

B

Cu

Fe

CeqI

CeqII

Reported

0.31

0.29

0.50

0.009

0.005

0.51

0.52

0.29

0.00

0.000

0.09

Bal.

0.59

0.63

Tested

0.30

0.28

0.50

0.006

0.004

0.52

0.54

0.28

-

0.001

0.09

Bal.

0.59

0.62

Ni

Mo

Nb

B

Cu

Fe

CeqI

CeqII

MRHAC
C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cr

Target

0.30

0.25

1.25

-

-

-

-

0.45

0.05

0.003

-

Bal.

-

-

Ingot

0.30

0.21

1.21

0.005

0.003

0.01

0.03

0.44

0.06

0.003

0.01

Bal.

0.59

0.67

Plate

0.31

0.22

1.24

0.005

0.003

0.01

0.03

0.46

0.06

0.002

0.01

Bal.

0.61

0.69

HHS I
C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cr

Ni

Mo

Nb

B

Cu

Fe

CeqI

CeqII

Target

0.30

0.25

0.50

-

-

0.50

0.50

0.25

-

-

-

Bal.

-

-

Ingot

0.30

0.25

0.53

0.004

0.003

0.51

0.55

0.23

-

0.001

0.01

Bal.

0.57

0.60

Plate

0.31

0.23

0.52

0.005

0.003

0.51

0.56

0.23

-

0.001

0.01

Bal.

0.58

0.61

HHS II
C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cr

Ni

Mo

Nb

B

Cu

Fe

CeqI

CeqII

Target

0.29

0.25

0.75

-

-

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.05

0.003

-

Bal.

-

-

Ingot

0.30

0.24

0.77

0.004

0.002

0.26

0.29

0.23

0.06

0.002

0.01

Bal.

0.55

0.60

Plate

0.29

0.24

0.79

0.004

0.002

0.27

0.29

0.25

0.06

0.002

0.01

Bal.

0.55

0.60

CeqI

CeqII

HHS III
C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cr

Ni

Mo

Nb

B

Cu

Fe

Target

0.25

0.25

0.75

Ingot

0.25

0.25

0.81

-

-

0.25

0.75

0.25

0.05

0.003

0.20

Bal.

-

-

0.004

0.003

0.26

0.82

0.24

0.05

0.003

0.25

Bal.

0.56

0.60

Plate

0.25

0.26

0.82

0.004

0.003

0.26

0.80

0.24

0.06

0.002

0.25

Bal.

0.56

0.59

MRHAC + S
C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cr

Ni

Mo

Nb

B

Cu

Fe

CeqI

CeqII

Target

0.30

0.25

1.25

-

-

-

-

0.45

0.05

0.003

-

Bal.

-

-

Ingot

0.28

0.24

1.29

0.007

0.014

0.02

0.03

0.45

0.05

0.003

0.01

Bal.

0.59

0.67

Plate

0.27

0.26

1.36

0.004

0.013

0.02

0.03

0.42

0.05

0.002

0.01

Bal.

0.59

0.67

CAVS HHS I + S
C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cr

Ni

Mo

Nb

B

Cu

Fe

CeqI

CeqII

Target

0.30

0.25

0.50

-

-

0.50

0.50

0.25

-

-

-

Bal.

-

-

Ingot

0.31

0.24

0.57

0.006

0.015

0.49

0.55

0.25

-

0.001

0.01

Bal.

0.59

0.62

Plate

0.29

0.25

0.60

0.004

0.014

0.50

0.55

0.23

-

0.001

0.01

Bal.

0.57

0.60

C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cr

Ni

Mo

Nb

B

Cu

Fe

CeqI

CeqII

0.32

0.39

0.79

0.011

0.0055

0.52

1.10

0.53

-

0.0015

-

Bal.

0.74

0.79

Yard 5 Plate

Tested
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JMatPro version 12.1 was used to predict the hardness of alloys before casting the raw
material. Table 3.2 shows these hardness predictions compared to the values measured in HRC
(LECO Rockwell hardness tested with a diamond indenter). Most of the chemistries targeted the
higher range of high hardness steels as seen by the target predictions for the QT246 heat
treatment.
Table 3.2

Comparison of Predicted Hardness to Measured Hardness. Predictions were
performed using JMatPro.

Alloy
AR500

JMatPro Prediction (HRC)
AsQT200
QT246
quenched
53.3
51.9
51.7

Measured (HRC)
Asquenched
51.6

QT200

QT246

-

49.9

MRHAC

53.1

51.7

51.5

50.5

52.2

50.4

HHS I

53.0

51.7

51.5

49.9

50.2

49.6

HHS II

52.5

51.4

51.2

51.0

50.4

50.2

HHS III

50.8

50.2

50.0

50.1

49.7

49.3
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Figure 3.1 demonstrates how the JMatPro predictions and test results compare. The
dotted straight line represents a perfect match to predicted hardness values. Values under the line
represent values lower than predicted and vice versa. All but one measured value fell short of
their JMatPro predictions for Rockwell hardness. HHS III was the only alloy aiming for the
lower bound of high hardness steels.

Figure 3.1

Comparison of JMatPro Predicted Hardness Versus Measured Hardness. The
straight line represents perfect match.
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3.1.2

Microstructure
The QT246 condition microstructures of AR500 and the in-house alloys are shown in

Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3, respectively. The microstructures of all the alloys were similar in
appearance, martensitic with generally isotropic grain structure. Some imperfections such as
inclusions were present and are discussed later in the manuscript. Additional microstructure
images can be found in the Appendix.

Figure 3.2

Microstructure of AR500 in as-received state (Rolling direction is horizontal).
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Figure 3.3

Microstructures of HHS Heat Treated with QT246. MRHAC is represented by (A),
MRHAC + S is represented by (B), HHS I is represented by (C), HHS I + S is
represented by (D), HHS II is represented by (E), and HHS III is represented by
(F). Rolling direction is right to left.
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The optical image of martensite often appears as a needle-like or plate-like structure
scattered throughout the microstructure. When austenite is quenched rapidly, face-centered cubic
austenite is transformed to body centered tetragonal martensite. The transformation is
diffusionless, meaning that C remains stationary in the matrix [59, 60]. The process keeps the
crystallographic orientation relations intact, but since the packing pattern is transformed,
martensite laths form, giving the microstructure its pencil-like appearance [61]. This can make
grain size difficult to determine. In this study, OIM software was used to isolate grain boundaries
with misorientation angles between 15° and 55° on EBSD images. Grain size estimates of the
prior austenite grains using this method are summarized for each chemistry in Table 3.3.
MRHAC has the smallest grains according to this table, and HHS I had the largest grains. Both
MRHAC and HHS III had large standard deviations due to the ambiguity of partial grain
boundary reconstruction and due to the low number of micrographs used to quantify grain size.
Figure 3.4 shows the EBSD-OIM (orientation image maps) for the EBSD scans of the steels
using the QT246 heat treatment. Figure 3.5 shows grain boundary reconstruction for the same
steels while Grain size estimates show that AR500 and HHS I alloys resulted in the largest prior
austenite grain sizes.
Table 3.3

Grain Size Estimates for Various HHS Heat Treated with QT246 Condition.

AR500

Grain area
(µm2)
176 ± 86

ASTM Grain
Size Number
9.5

MRHAC

68 ± 76

11.1

HHS I

272 ± 92

8.9

HHS II

151 ± 85

9.8

HHS III

101 ± 97

10.2

MRHAC + S
HHS I + S

139 ± 88
263 ± 47
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9.9
8.9

Alloy

As seen in Figure 3.4, the higher concentration of S in the steel chemistries does not
noticeably affect the appearance of the steel grains. The cleaner steels, represented by image “A”
and “C”, are similar in appearance to the higher S bearing steels represented by image “B” and
“D”. HHS I has the least refined microstructure of the group of steel, and MRHAC has the most
refined microstructure. HHS II and HHS III have similar grain structures which are comparable
to MRHAC. Figure 3.5 adds some clarity and definition to the microstructures. It is clear in these
images that HHS I has the largest grain size both with and without extra S content. MRHAC and
HHS II both have comparable grain sizes in this set of images. HHS III exhibits grains that
appear larger than both grain sizes of MRHAC and HHS II. Its grains also seem to vary in size.
The EBSD-OIM for AR500 displays a microstructure which is a little more refined than HHS I,
but after grain boundary reconstruction, its microstructure is more comparable to HHS I. Some
of the grain boundaries in Figure 3.5 are ambiguous because there are a lot of partial grains that
were formed during grain reconstruction, and not all specs were counted as grains.
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Figure 3.4

EBSD-OIMs for HHS Alloys from EBSD Scans. MRHAC is depicted in (A),
MRHAC + S in (B), HHS I in (C), HHS I + S in (D), AR500 in (E), HHS II in (F),
and HHS III in (G). All materials depicted were treated with the QT246 heat
treatment.
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Figure 3.5

Prior Austenite Grain Boundary Reconstruction Using EBSD Scans. The prior
austenite grains were reconstructed using OIM software to isolate boundaries
between misorientation angles from 15 to 55°. MRHAC is depicted in (A),
MRHAC + S in (B), HHS I in (C), HHS I + S in (D), AR500 in (E), HHS II in (F),
and HHS III in (G). All materials depicted were treated with the QT246 heat
treatment.
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3.1.3

Mechanical Properties Characterization
The Rockwell hardness values of all the alloys are shown in Figure 3.6. Much of the

hardness from the untempered state remained after tempering at only 200°C. Hardness was
reduced further for the materials tempered at 246°C. Tempering at 300°C produced softer
materials than the two lower tempering temperatures. MRHAC was the hardest alloy at both
200°C and 246°C, followed by HHS II. HHS III was the least hard alloy for those within the S
content maximum specified for MIL-DTL-46100E. The resulting tests for MRHAC had a
comparable hardness in the tempered state to the as-quenched state.

Figure 3.6

Rockwell Hardness Test Results for HHS Treated with Different Tempering
Temperatures.
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Using a King Hardness Tester for the Brinell scale, MRHAC tempered at 246°C resulted
in a hardness of 545 HBW (the “W” represents a Brinell test using a tungsten carbide indenter).
HHS II was the next hardest alloy at 537 HBW. HHS III QT246 had similar hardness results to
AR500, just under 500 HBW. Figure 3.7 shows a comparison of hardness between the HHS
alloys and reveals no hardness discrepancy for MRHAC. It is possible that the smaller diamond
indenter used for Rockwell hardness caused issues due to a grain size effect where the indenter
might not sample a sufficiently large volume. A 10 mm diameter tungsten carbide indenter was
used to perform Brinell hardness tests, so a grain size effect would be minimized since more
grains would be sampled.

Figure 3.7

Brinell Hardness Test Results for HHS Treated at Different Tempering
Temperatures.
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Figure 3.8 shows engineering stress versus engineering strain curves for both heat
treatment conditions in the longitudinal and transverse directions in all HHS alloys obtained
from tensile tests that were run at 0.001 /s strain rate. The stress-strain curves for the high S
content alloys are shown in Figure 3.9 along with low S containing alloys for comparison.
Reference AR500 (treated with QT246) is shown in the QT200 plot for comparison of base heat
treatment versus QT200 in-house alloys. In Figure 3.9A and 3.9B, it is shown that tempering at
lower temperature increases the strength of the steel by about 50 to 100 MPa when compared to
the HHS tempered at 246°C, depending on the alloy (Table 3.4). The alloys tempered at 246°C
and tested in the longitudinal direction had similar stress strain results varying between 1770 and
1810 MPa, except for HHS III, which was 1617 MPa. The high S alloys were closer to 1600
MPa. MRHAC, HHS I, and HHS II treated at QT200 varied from 1796 to 1863 MPa. All tests
were run at 0.001 /s at room temperature.
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Figure 3.8

Comparison of Engineering Stress Strain Behaviors for all HHS. Results for
longitudinal specimens heat treated with QT200 and QT246 are shown in (A) and
(B), respectively. Results for longitudinal and transverse specimens heat treated
with QT246 are shown in (C)
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Results in Figure 3.9 show that an additional 0.01 wt.% of S in HHS I and MRHAC
caused a significant drop in strength of nearly 100 to 200 MPa. Ultimate tensile strength (UTS)
for MRHAC + S was 185 MPa lower than MRHAC with the heat treatment QT246. MRHAC +
S also had a slight drop of 0.03 wt.% C compared to MRHAC. JMatPro software predicted a
drop from 51.4 HRC to 50.6 HRC (or tensile strength from 1672 MPa to 1631 MPa) for
MRHAC for the C reduction of 0.03 wt.%. The only difference between HHS I + S and HHS I
was the additional S content.

Figure 3.9

Comparison of Stress Strain Behaviors between High S Chemistries and Low S
Chemistries. QT200 is represented by (A), and QT246 is represented by (B).
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Table 3.4 summarizes the YS, UTS, and elongation from the stress-strain curves shown
above. YS was calculated using the 0.2 % offset method [55]. Elongation was measured as the
total elongation at fracture measured with an extensometer. Total elongation at fracture was
measured during testing and the measurement includes both elastic and plastic strains.
Table 3.4

Comparison of Longitudinal Tension Tests Results for all Alloys at Both QT200
and QT246 Tested at 0.001 /s Strain Rate.

Alloy
AR500
HHS I

HHS II

HHS III

MRHAC

HHS I + S

MRHAC + S

Heat
Treatment

YS (MPa)

UTS (MPa)

Elongation
(%)

Brinell
Hardness

Average

Average

Average

Average

QT246

1366 ± 21

1763 ± 4

12.0 ± 0.2

500.0 ± 17.8

QT200

1392 ± 2

1816 ± 1

11.8 ± 0.2

533.7 ± 4.5

QT246

1413 ± 3

1788 ± 16

11.8 ± 0.1

515.7 ± 2.9

QT200

1398 ± 3

1796 ± 1

11.7 ± 0.8

555.0 ± 0.0

QT246

1432 ± 32

1771 ± 18

11.9 ± 0.1

534.0 ± 0.0

QT200

1262 ± 27

1644 ± 26

12.0 ± 0.1

502.8 ± 16.6

QT246

1251 ± 1

1617 ± 1

12.2 ± 0.0

501.3 ± 11.0

QT200

1421 ± 59

1863 ± 5

11.6 ± 0.2

551.7 ± 5.8

QT246

1350 ± 16

1809 ± 2

12.0 ± 0.1

544.7 ± 10.5

QT200

1357 ± 3

1699 ± 5

11.4 ± 0.2

482.5 ± 29.8

QT246

1301 ± 64

1598 ± 72

10.3 ± 0.0

429.5 ± 20.5

QT200

1385 ± 3

1711 ± 14

11.1 ± 1.0

514.8 ± 28.3

QT246

1354 ± 11

1624 ± 17

11.2 ± 0.6

504.3 ± 9.5

Impact toughness results are summarized in Table 3.5. Charpy impact testing was
performed according to ASTM E23, and steel plates were machined by wire EDM to the
specimen dimensions of 10 by 10 by 55 mm. The samples were submerged in a silicate solution
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held at -40°C to reduce their temperature to -40°C for testing requirements, then placed into the
Charpy impact testing machine where they were struck on the opposite side of the notch to open
the notch and break the specimen in accordance with ATSM E23. The test results showed that
HHS I had improved toughness compared to AR500 and reduced the anisotropy between
longitudinal and transverse directions. The specimen orientation for Charpy impact test
specimens can be seen in Figure 3.10. HHS II and MRHAC both had similar impact values to
one another. HHS III also had improved longitudinal impact resistance compared to AR500 and
HHS I. However, HHS III also resulted in a more anisotropic effect. The high S chemistries had
increased anisotropy, and both resulted in improved longitudinal impact toughness. MRHAC + S
fell below the required transverse impact toughness requirement set in MIL-DTL-46100E. Also,
HHS I + S resulted in a lower impact toughness in the transverse direction compared to HHS I.
Table 3.5

Comparison of Charpy Impact Resistance for Two Different Specimen
Orientations.
Alloy

Hardness
(HRC)

Tempering
Temperature

CVN Impact at -40°C (ft·lbs)
T-L

L-T

T-L

246 °C

246 °C

246 °C

200 °C

AR500

49.9 ± 1.2

19 ± 4

24 ± 1

---

HHS I

49.6 ± 1.3

27 ± 2

28 ± 3

21 ± 4

HHS II

50.2 ± 0.8

15 ± 3

20 ± 2

14 ± 2

HHS III

49.3 ± 0.8

19 ± 1

34 ± 2

19 ± 2

MRHAC

50.4 ± 1.2

16 ± 2

18 ± 4

14 ± 1

HHS I + S

46.2 ± 1.9

20 ± 1

32 ± 1

18 ± 4

MRHAC + S

48.3 ± 1.5

11 ± 1

29 ± 2

12 ± 1
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Figure 3.10

3.1.4

Orientation of Charpy Impact Testing Samples with Respect to Rolling Direction
(RD). T-L represents Transverse-Longitudinal directional specimen (transverse
specimen with V-notch on the longitude). L-T represents Longitudinal-Transverse
direction specimen.

Fractography of Failed Mechanical Specimens
In Figure 3.11 the representative failure mode for all the alloy designs can be seen. Cup

and cone ductile failure was common for the low S alloys. MRHAC + S and HHS I + S both
exhibited a 45° fracture surface seen in Figure 3.12, not cup and cone. Ductile void coalescence
was apparent within the center of all the specimens, and smaller voids were present in the shear
lips of the specimens. Reduction of area due to necking was also apparent by the curvature in the
long edges of the fracture surfaces. Some of the larger voids, which somewhat resembled cracks,
contained small broken-up particles, thought to be MnS, and the chemical make-up of these will
be discussed in the upcoming section below.
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Figure 3.11

Fractography of Fracture Surfaces of HHS Tension Specimens. AR500 is
represented by (A), MRHAC by (B), HHS I by (C), HHS II by (D), and HHS III by
(E). The left column, A-E images, represents 20X magnification. The middle
column, A1-E1, represents 500X magnification; and the right column, A2-E2
represents 5000X magnification.
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Figure 3.12

Fractography of Fracture Surfaces of HHS Containing High S. MRHAC + S and
HHS I + S are represented by (A) and (B), respectively. The left images in the left
column are at 20X magnification, and the images in the right column are at 500X
magnification.

Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used to identify several inclusions
larger than 1 µm as shown in Figure 3.13. MnS was common in every alloy and found in many
morphologies: spherical, elongated, and broken-up. Other inclusions were also found in AR500
containing elements such as titanium, calcium, and nitrogen. However, EDS analysis did not
reveal other inclusions in the in-house alloys.
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Figure 3.13

3.1.5

Particles in Fracture Surfaces Identified by Electron Dispersive Spectroscopy
(EDS). A tensile fracture surface of AR500 and MRHAC + S are shown in (A) and
(B), respectively. A failed Charpy sample of HHS I + S is shown in (C). The
arrows are pointing to measured particles.

Discussion of Mechanical Characterization
All steels were produced by the same heat treatment method: quenched from 900 °C then

tempered at 246°C. For comparison, a second tempering temperature was used, 200 °C. This
second tempering temperature resulted in a higher hardness and strength of each alloy. The
toughness in the T-L direction of HHS II and HHS III were unaffected by decreasing the
tempering temperature. MRHAC and HHS I were the most effected by decreased tempering
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temperature. As seen in Table 3.5, HHS I decreased by 6 ft-lbs and the error increased slightly
for the lower tempering temperature. The decrease in impact resistance is most likely due to
increased brittleness which could also cause more erratic testing results. According to literature,
tempering temperature has no direct effect on hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility [2, 41], so it
is more likely that increased strength / hardness due to a lower tempering temperature would
increase hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility, since hardness is a first-order effect on hydrogen
susceptibility [2].
The smaller grain size of MRHAC, as seen in Figure 3.14 and reported by Table 3.3,
correlates with its higher strength than the other alloys. HHS I had the largest grain size as well
as the highest impact resistance in the T-L direction. HHS II and HHS III had similar grain sizes,
9.8 and 10.2 ASTM Grain Size Number, respectively. The impact resistance and strength of
these two alloys do not correlate with their respective grain sizes, demonstrating that alloying
differences play a more important role to properties than grain size does in between these two
alloys. Further data analysis reveals an R2 value of 0.0525 for UTS versus grain size and 0.322
for CVN versus grainsize, demonstrating the weak connection for a linear relation between these
properties. S additions to HHS I +S did not correlate to changes in grain size, but the grain size
of MRHAC + S was reduced to 9.9 ASTM Grain Size Number. Figure 3.14 also shows how
alloy hardness and strength correlate and how those correlations compared to the linear
strength/hardness relation in ASTM A370 – 21 [62]. HHS I + S and HHS III lie farther away
from the strength/hardness relation than the others. Otherwise, the datapoints follow a linear
strength/hardness relation with an R2 value of 0.966.
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.
Figure 3.14

Comparison of the Effect of Grain Size and Hardness on Ultimate Tensile
Strength. Note that grain size and ASTM Grain Size Number are inversely related.
The dotted line in the UTS versus hardness plot represents strength converted from
HRC for the strength/hardness relation.

Fractography with EDS analysis revealed that all alloys contained MnS inclusions. The
inclusions were not limited to the high S content alloys. Sulfide content was not quantified in
these alloys because an in-depth study of sulfides and methods to reduce sulfides was outside the
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scope of this project. Therefore, conclusive statements comparing sulfide content within different
chemistries cannot be made. Some observations were made concerning sulfides in the steel.
HHS I likely had the fewest inclusions due to low anisotropy in Charpy test data. HHS III
seemed to have elevated amounts of sulfides in microstructure imaging and Charpy test data
exhibits high anisotropy. HHS III had many microscopic particles that were likely MnS as shown
below in Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.17. The two high S chemistries, MRHAC + S and HHS I + S,
resulted in relatively softer or weaker steels. Given that the only major difference in chemistry
was S content, it is possible that Mn content in the matrix was reduced due to the formation of
more MnS. Sulfides, both spherical and elongated were evident in all chemistries. Some
elongated particles identified as MnS in HHS II are shown in Figures 3.16 and 3.18. Mn is often
added to steel for two reasons: hardenability and to prevent the formation of iron sulfides. Iron
sulfides, which have a low melting temperature, can cause difficulties in hot forming [63], and
MnS can be detrimental to mechanical properties, increase anisotropy, and is known to cause
initiation of hydrogen induced cold cracking [37, 63]. MnS can also be considered as an
irreversible hydrogen trap because it has been found to have a trapping energy of 72 kJ / mole
[33, 64]. The mechanical results in this research revealed that additional 0.01 wt.% S in HHS
increased anisotropy and reduced strength by 100 to 200 MPa. Impact resistance was reduced by
7 and 5 ft-lbs in HHS I + S and MRHAC + S in the T-L direction, respectively, compared to
their parent chemistries. While the reduced strength observed in the elevated S HHS alloys may
make them less susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement, the disadvantages resulting from
reduction in toughness and the increased anisotropy are not desirable, and MnS may even cause
the steel to be more susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement by initiating cracking.
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Figure 3.15

SEM micrograph of elongated MnS found in AR500.

Figure 3.16

Optical Image of HHS II showing inclusions. Rolling direction is right to left.

Referring to Table 3.1 in the first section the current chapter, HHS III was the only alloy
with a low C content, although HHS I (high and low S), HHS II, and HHS III all had similar Ceq
of about 0.60. AR500 had an intermediate Ceq of 0.63 and MRHAC (high and low S) had the
highest Ceq of 0.69. Also, HHS I, HHS II, and HHS III had reduced amounts of Mn and Mo
content compared to MRHAC and instead used Cr and Ni to increase hardness. Both HHS II and
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HHS III contained about 0.75 wt.% of Mn whereas HHS I contained about 0.5 wt.% Mn.
MRHAC contained 1.24 wt.% Mn and 0.46 wt.% Mo whereas the other three alloys contained
about 0.25 wt.% Mo. Because Mn and Mo contribute to the hardenability of the alloy, they have
the possibility to contribute to the susceptibility of steel to hydrogen embrittlement. Mo has
specifically been shown to reduce fracture toughness [19]. Mn in some cases can increase
toughness, but Mn is also known to increase impurity segregation which also increases
embrittlement [12]. The steels in this paper with higher amounts of Mn also demonstrate lower
Charpy impact values in the T-L direction as seen in Table 3.1 and 3.5. HHS I had the highest TL direction test result of 27 ft-lbs and resulted in isotropic results between the T-L and L-T
directions. This could be an indicator that elongated MnS was less prominent in HHS I than in
the other steels. MRHAC resulted in the lowest Charpy impact values for the low S alloys of 16
ft-lbs for the T-L direction and 18 ft-lbs for the L-T direction. HHS II maintained hardness and
strength similar to MRHAC as well as impact resistance at a strength only about 40 MPa lower.
The lower Mn content and additions of Cr and Ni did not provide HHS II with improvements to
impact toughness compared to MRHAC. But impact resistance was increased in HHS I
suggesting that more Cr and Ni or a reduction in C would be needed in a chemistry like HHS II if
increased toughness is desired. HHS III had the highest impact toughness over all the steels for
the L-T direction at 34 ft-lbs, but only 19 ft-lbs for the T-L direction. The anisotropy indicates
that MnS is likely problematic for HHS III. The isotropy of HHS I compared to HHS III suggests
that a reduction of Mn content could improve the toughness of HHS III. Fractography of HHS III
shown in Figure 3.17 shows sub-micron particles that are likely MnS. Also Figure 3.17A appears
somewhat woody, which is common for steels containing a lot of MnS [63].
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Figure 3.17

Fractography of HHS III QT246 Charpy Impact Specimen Showing Locations of
Particles in the Fracture Surface. Picture A shows the location of Picture B. The
arrows point to sub-micron particles that are likely MnS.
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CHAPTER IV
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT IN HIGH HARDNESS STEEL
4.1.1

Mechanical Testing of Hydrogen Charged Specimens
The slow strain rate tensile test results of charged MRHAC, HHS I, HHS II, and HHS III

with hydrogen using 0.1 M NaOH + 5 g/L thiourea and 0.5 M H2SO4 + 0.25 g/L thiourea are
shown in Figure 4.1. Uncharged HHS did not show any signs of embrittlement, and those test
results are represented by a black curve. Hydrogen charging with 0.1 M NaOH + 5 g/L resulted
in little to no change in elongation of HHS I and HHS III. However, this charging condition
decreased UTS and elongation in MRHAC. HHS II retained its original UTS for this condition,
but elongation was reduced. Charging with 0.5 M H2SO4 + 0.25 g/L showed a greater effect and
caused all four materials to fail at or before the yield point. MRHAC, HHS I, and HHS II had test
results that failed well before yield at about 50% or less of YS. HHS I, HHS II, and HHS III all
showed embrittlement tests results that reached their original YS. Only HHS III failed well after
yield at 5% elongation.
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Figure 4.1

Effect of Two Different Hydrogen Charging Solutions on HHS Stress Strain
Curves. MRHAC is shown in (A) and (B), HHS I in (C) and (D), HHS II in (E)
and (F), and HHS III in (G) and (H). The effect of hydrogen charging using 0.1 M
NaOH with 5 g/L thiourea is shown in (A), (C), and (E). The effect of charging in
0.5 M H2SO4 with 0.25 g/L thiourea is shown in (B), (D), and (F).
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Figure 4.14.1 (continued) Effect of Two Different Hydrogen Charging Solutions on HHS Stress
Strain Curves. MRHAC is shown in (A) and (B), HHS I in (C) and (D), HHS II in
(E) and (F), and HHS III in (G) and (H). The effect of hydrogen charging using 0.1
M NaOH with 5 g/L thiourea is shown in (A), (C), and (E). The effect of charging
in 0.5 M H2SO4 with 0.25 g/L thiourea is shown in (B), (D), and (F).

Morphology of Yard 5, an HHS plate, is depicted in Figure 4.2 along with its hydrogen
embrittlement test results in Figure 4.3 for hydrogen charging in H2SO4. The plate had been
stored in an outdoor storage yard for many years and had developed a severe crack. While the
plate was not subject to mechanical loading other than stacking along with other plates, hydrogen
embrittlement was suspected, possibly from residual stresses. The behavior of Yard 5 plate was
similar to that of MRHAC when charged with sulfuric acid: strength was reduced by more than
50% and elongation was reduced to less than 1% for both test specimens.
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Figure 4.2

Figure 4.3

Yard 5: HHS Plate Exhibiting Cracking Possibly due to Hydrogen Embrittlement.
The white arrow point to the possible initiation point of cracking.

Effects of Hydrogen Charging on Yard 5 Plate Stress and Strain. Embrittled
specimens were charged with hydrogen using 0.5 M sulfuric acid with 0.25 g/L
thiourea at a current density of 0.5 mA/cm2 for one hour.

A third charging condition, 0.1 M NaOH with 10 g/L thiourea, was also used to hydrogen
charge HHS I and HHS III to look at the transition from unembrittled steel to embrittled steel
and to provide more contrast between the two materials behaviors when charged with hydrogen.
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These mechanical test results are shown in Figure 4.4. HHS III had a noticeably better
improvement in elongation and strength than HHS I when charged with this third solution
compared to the sulfuric acid solution. HHS III recovered almost all its strength in both tests,
whereas HHS I continued to fail before UTS, and one of the two HHS I specimens failed at 1000
MPa, about 400 MPa before reaching YS.

Figure 4.4

Comparison of Stress Strain Curves for MRHAC and HHS III when Charged in
NaOH with 10 g/L Thiourea. HHS I QT246 is shown on the left, HHS III QT246
on the right. Black curves are uncharged specimens. The other specimens were
charged using 0.1 M NaOH with 10 g/L thiourea.
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4.1.2

Fractography of Hydrogen Charged Specimens
Figure 4.5 shows fractography of the edge of uncharged specimens tested at a strain rate

of 10-5 /s which displayed no evidence of brittle failure. These specimens all failed in a ductile
manner, creating shear lips devoid of any sign of embrittlement.

Figure 4.5

Fractography of Uncharged HHS Tested at 10-5 /s. Failure shows no signs of
embrittlement. MRHAC, HHS I, and HHS III are represented by (A), (B), and (C),
respectively.

HHS I and HHS III specimens charged using 0.1 M NaOH with 5 g/L of thiourea showed
almost no signs of embrittlement, as shown in Figure 4,6. However, HHS I revealed some
intergranular fracture on the right edge on one specimen and quasi-cleavage on other edges. HHS
III also contained small amounts of quasi-cleavage on the edges. MRHAC resulted in brittle
intergranular and quasi-cleavage fracture on a triangular plane starting from the left edge as
shown in of Figure 4.6A. Figure 4.6B shows a magnified view of the triangular plane. Cracking
also occurred above and below the fracture surface plane.
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Figure 4.6

Fractography of HHS Charged in NaOH with 5 g/L Thiourea and Tested at 10-5 /s.
MRHAC, HHS I, and HHS III are represented by (A) and (B), (C) and (D), and (E)
and (F), respectively.
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Figure 4.7 shows representative fracture surfaces of embrittled HHS charged with 0.5 M
H2SO4 + 0.25 g /L thiourea. All failed specimens showed brittle failure occurring from an
outside edge and appeared as a flat plate perpendicular to the stress direction (brittle failure
occurs perpendicular to applied stress [65]). The ledge appeared larger in this more embrittled
case compared to the NaOH charging condition. More extreme embrittlement was exhibited by
MRHAC with cracks occurring on at least three levels of the fracture surface (the fracture
surface image only reveals two of the fracture levels). HHS I and HHS III both had fracture
surfaces like that of MRHAC charged with the 0.1 M NaOH + 5 g/L thiourea condition, and one
HHS III sample exhibited a fracture surface with two brittle cracking sites on opposite edges as
shown in Figure 4.7E.
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Figure 4.7

Fractography of HHS Charged in H2SO4 + 0.25 g/L Thiourea and Tested at 10-5
/s. MRHAC, HHS I, and HHS III are represented by (A) and (B), (C) and (D), and
(E) and (F), respectively.
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When MRHAC was charged with NaOH + 5 g/L thiourea, brittle failure occurred on a
plane normal to the applied stress. The cracking started at the edge as intergranular failure and
progressed further as quasi-cleavage as shown in Figure 4.8. The area marked by perimeter 1
shows the location of intergranular failure, and perimeter 2 shows the area that exhibited quasi
cleavage. Higher magnification of the embrittled zones is shown in Figure 4.9. The rest of the
material exhibited ductile void formation on a plane at an angle close to 45°.

Figure 4.8

Embrittled Areas on Hydrogen Charged MRHAC E8 Tensile Fracture Surface.
This specimen was charged in 0.1 M NaOH with 5 g/L of thiourea.
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Figure 4.9

4.1.3

Magnified Micrograph of Embrittled Fracture Surfaces from MRHAC Charged in
0.1 M NaOH with 5 g/L of Thiourea. Image (A) shows intergranular fracture
marked by (1) in Figure 4.8, and image (B) shows the transition from intergranular
fracture on the left of (B) to transgranular fracture on the right.

Discussion of Hydrogen Testing Results
Wang et al. [50] demonstrated an inverse power effect of hydrogen content on strength

and elongation in quenched and tempered AISI 4135 steel with a strength of 1450 MPa.
Depending on the material, as hydrogen content increased from zero to one wppm, strength
drastically decreased and reached a minimum at hydrogen levels not much higher than two
wppm [50]. Although the hydrogen content was not measured in the current study, the three
charging conditions were designed to input three different levels of hydrogen content in the steel.
The response of the material suggested that charging with 0.1 M NaOH + 10 g/L thiourea
resulted in a hydrogen content above the 0.1 M NaOH +5 g/L thiourea condition and below the
H2SO4 + 0.25 g/L thiourea condition. Comparing the reduction in elongation, Figure 4.10 shows
a drastic drop in elongation for MRHAC, the hardest of the alloys, for the lower hydrogen
charging condition and a drastic drop in elongation for HHS I charged in NaOH with 10 g/L
thiourea. HHS I still retained more elongation than the other two alloys in the most severe
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hydrogen charging condition. To visualize the effect of hydrogen content on the elongation and
UTS of each alloy, the elongation or UTS values for the uncharged condition are considered to
be the maximum for each respective value. Any elongation or UTS value for any other charging
condition that is less than that maximum can be considered less than 100% of the maximum.
Therefore, as seen in Figures 4.10 and 4.11, when the hydrogen content increased in a material,
the strength and elongation fell from 100% of maximum in the uncharged material. In a material
more susceptible to hydrogen cracking, the drop would occur at a lower concentration of
hydrogen compared to other steels. Material more resistant to hydrogen cracking exhibited a
shifted or delayed drop in strength and elongation, meaning embrittlement in the more resistant
materials would occur at higher hydrogen concentration levels compared to the more susceptible
materials. A delay in the drop of strength for HHS III compared to all three of the other alloys
can be seen in Figures 4.10 and 4.11. The strength of MRHAC dropped faster than that of the
other alloys when charged in less severe hydrogen charging conditions. Embrittlement of HHS
III occurred at higher hydrogen levels, showing better resistance to hydrogen embrittlement than
HHS I, HHS II, and MRHAC. HHS II demonstrates improvements in its hydrogen embrittlement
susceptibility, but does not reach the same improvement as HHS I. The inverse power response
of the material can also explain the drastic difference in some of the hydrogen charged testing
results. If the hydrogen content varies just by 0.01 wppm, a large change in UTS can occur [50].
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Figure 4.10

Comparison of Reduction of Elongation in HHS. Each data point is normalized
with respect to elongation in an uncharged specimen of the same alloy. There is no
data for HHS II charged in NaOH with 10 g/L of thiourea.

Figure 4.11

Comparison of Reduction of UTS in HHS. Each data point is normalized with
respect to UTS in an uncharged specimen of the same alloy. There is no data for
HHS II charged in NaOH with 10 g/L of thiourea.
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A similar method was used to compare the effects of hydrogen embrittlement on
mechanical behavior that considered elongation and UTS at the same time. A comparison of the
area under each stress-strain curve, or the materials’ energy absorption, is shown in Figure 4.12.
The areas were calculated using Reimann Sums where the x-axis step size equaled the increase
in strain during 10 seconds of testing, approximately 2.54 x 10-4 % elongation. The results of
each test were normalized with respect to HHS I. The same tendency of drop in UTS and
elongation shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11 is more severe in the case of fracture toughness
comparison. Also, HHS III still exhibited the most resistance to hydrogen embrittlement.
Because all three alloys are normalized to HHS I instead of each respective alloy, the difference
in toughness is not relative to individual chemistry, and the alloys can be directly compared to
one another. In all three embrittlement cases (NaOH with 5 g/L or 10 g/L thiourea and H2SO4
with 0.25 g/L thiourea) HHS III retained the highest toughness during hydrogen charged testing.
MRHAC had the least toughness in all cases, followed by HHS II, and HHS I had the highest
toughness of the three alloys only in the uncharged case. When comparing non-normalized
values, HHS III retains a greater amount of strength than MRHAC, HHS I, and HHS II for both
the NaOH with 5 g/L and the H2SO4 with 0.25 g/L thiourea charging conditions. In all three
charging conditions and the uncharged condition, HHS III retains more elongation than the other
three alloys as seen in Table 4.1. Only one MRHAC specimen was hydrogen charged in NaOH
with 10 g/L thiourea, so the singular value is reported in the table. No HHS II specimens were
charged in NaOH with 10 g/L thiourea.
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Figure 4.12

Comparison of Reduction in Fracture Toughness for Embrittled HHS. Each data
point is normalized with respect to the Uncharged Fracture Toughness of HHS I.

Table 4.1

Comparison of Elongation and Ultimate Tensile Strength for Hydrogen Charged
Testing of MRHAC, HHS I, and HHS III.
Elongation (%)

Alloy

UTS (MPa)

NaOH with H2SO4 with
NaOH with H2SO4 with
NaOH with 5
10 g/ L
0.25 g/L
Uncharged
10 g/ L
0.25 g/L
g/L thiourea
thiourea
thiourea
thiourea
thiourea

Uncharged

NaOH with 5
g/L thiourea

MRHAC

10.4 ± 0.2

1.6 ± 0.2

0.7

0.4 ± 0.0

1886 ± 92

1708 ± 43

1048

791 ± 46

HHS I

11.8 ± 0.1

10.8 ± 0.1

1.2 ± 0.6

0.9 ± 0.6

1807 ± 60

1803 ± 1

1330 ± 335

1144 ± 362

HHS II

10.5 ± 0.0

4.5 ± 2.0

-

0.6 ± 0.3

1803 ± 127

1788 ± 8.9

-

1123 ± 284

HHS III

11.6 ± 0.0

11.8 ± 0.2

7.3 ± 4.4

2.9 ± 2.2

1663 ± 150

1673 ± 8

1657 ± 20

1432 ± 226
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Recalling the list of Ceq in Table 3.1, MRHAC had a Ceq of 0.69, and HHS III had a Ceq of
0.59. These two Ceq indicate that higher C content could lead to worse performance in steel when
hydrogen is present. MIL-DTL-46100E outlines a maximum Ceq of 0.80. The lower hydrogen
embrittlement susceptibility of HHS I compared to MRHAC shows that lowering the Ceq can
lead to lower hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility. HHS II also has a lower Ceq than MRHAC,
with hardness closer to MRHAC than HHS I. However, while there may be some improvement
to hydrogen susceptibility in HHS II compared to MRHAC, the effect of lower Ceq is lower than
the higher hardness compared to HHS I. HHS III additionally has the lowest C content that may
have impacted the improvements to hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility compared to the other
alloys to the point that HHS III retained the most ductility of the steels charged in H2SO4. Since
HHS I and HHS II also have similar Ceq to HHS III, HHS III demonstrates that a lower C content
makes a larger contribution to hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility than Ceq.
As demonstrated in Figure 4.13, MRHAC had the smallest grain size, but also was the
most affected by hydrogen charging as shown by the effect of reduction of elongation, and the
further increase of grain size in HHS I correlated to better resistance to hydrogen embrittlement.
However, HHS III performed better than the other alloys with a smaller grain size than HHS I.
Therefore, hydrogen embrittlement for the first three alloys may correlate to grain size, but HHS
III breaks out from that correlation.
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Figure 4.13

Comparison of Grain Sizes and Elongations in the Hydrogen Charged States. The
y-axis represents elongation after charging in NaOH with 5 g/L Thiourea.
Elongation is normalized to the uncharged condition. Note that grain size is shown
decreasing order.

Figure 4.14 demonstrates the correlation between hardness and hydrogen embrittlement
where higher hardness is affected greater by hydrogen embrittlement. This correlation agrees
with literature has established for hydrogen embrittlement and hardness [2, 37]. Figure 4.15
demonstrates the correlation between Ceq, and the plot looks similar to Figure 4.14, except for
HHS II. These two figures demonstrate that hardness has a stronger correlation to hydrogen
embrittlement susceptibility. Note that Ceq is not the only contributor to hardness. HHS II does
not fit in the same position in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15. Since HHS II has increased hardness
through Ni, Cr, and Mn additions, its Ceq is reduced.
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Figure 4.14

Comparison of Alloy Hardnesses and their effects on Alloy Performance in the
Hydrogen Charged State. The y-axis represents elongation after charging in NaOH
with 5 g/L Thiourea. Elongation is normalized to the uncharged condition.

Figure 4.15

Comparison of Ceq and Alloy Performance in the Hydrogen Charged State. The yaxis represents elongation after charging in NaOH with 5 g/L Thiourea. Elongation
is normalized to the uncharged condition.
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4.1.4

Summary of Hydrogen Embrittlement Results
Both MRHAC and Yard 5 materials were similarly embrittled when charged with H2SO4

+ 0.25 g/L thiourea. MRHAC experienced extreme cracking issues and exhibited multiple
cracking planes. Both HHS I and HHS III experienced similar embrittlement to one another.
Charging both alloys in NaOH + 5 g/L thiourea resulted in little to no embrittlement. Only small
portions of quasi-cleavage and intergranular failure were present on the edges of specimens.
Charging alloys in H2SO4 + 0.25 g/L thiourea resulted in similar failure with embrittlement
starting on the edge and causing about a third of the fracture surface to fail with intergranular and
quasi-cleavage fracture. As seen previously in Figure 4.1 in Section 4.1, HHS I failed above and
below yield. HHS III failed close to yield, and the other specimen failed close to and below UTS.
Both materials showed better performance to hydrogen embrittlement than MRHAC when
comparing UTS and elongation.
4.1.5

Note on Hydrogen Embrittlement Testing
Of the embrittled test specimens analyzed in this study, all except one specimen failed

with embrittlement starting from one edge, and all broke at the top of the radius where the gage
section begins on the ASTM E8 tensile specimen (Fig. 4.16). The use of a larger radius as
suggested in ASTM E8 may mitigate failure in this area in future testing. There was one HHA III
specimen that experienced two embrittled regions on either edge as seen previously in Figure 4.7
(E). This same specimen failed at a higher elongation and UTS than the second specimen, which
suggests that multiple hydrogen embrittlement sites instead of a single site can result in delayed
hydrogen embrittlement fracture possibly by reducing the concentration of hydrogen at cracking
sites.
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Figure 4.16

Hydrogen Testing Specimen Broken at the Base of Curvature. This specimen is
HHS I QT246 charged with hydrogen using sulfuric acid.

The slow strain rate tests, performed with digital image correlation (DIC), a non-contact
measuring technique to calculate strain, were targeted at a strain rate of 10-5 /s. However, this
rate was set using constant crosshead speed (displacement control). To verify that strain rate is
within the target range, strain versus time was plotted in Figure 4.17, and the slope for a trendline
of the final 4000 seconds was calculated. Variation in the strain rate from one HHS I test
specimen is represented by a variable ramp in rate that is shown in Figure 4.17. For the
uncharged curves, the strain rate towards the end of testing was on target for 10-5 /s. For charged
specimens it was much slower, closer to the magnitude of 10-7 /s. In the case of the HHS III
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specimen charged in NaOH with 10 g/L of thiourea, which failed after necking (shown on the
right of Figure 4.4) the strain rate after necking might have been too fast for hydrogen cracking
to occur, allowing almost full recovery of elongation. However, the strain rate would still have
been within the target strain rate of 10-5 /s. Also since the hydrogen embrittlement test specimens
failed at various time and stress values, the hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility can still be
compared between each material, and the tests can be considered valid despite the strain rate
ramp towards the end of testing.

Figure 4.17

Ramping of Slow Strain Rate Test Using Constant Crosshead Speed. The strain
from one HHS I test specimen is shown. The test is displacement controlled,
causing ramp of the strain rate.

Because displacement control has no feedback from the strain rate during testing, the
strain rate is subject to variation due to testing variables such as slipping in the grip section or
machine compliance. The load frame displacement shows the displacement of the entire load
frame whereas the machine compliance represents the load frame displacement minus elongation
of the test specimen in millimeters. The tensile specimens were preloaded in the mechanical
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grips before testing so that slipping was minimized. However, when loading using a constant
crosshead speed, the displacement rate is applied to the whole load frame not just the test
specimen.
Figure 4.18 shows displacement versus time for both load frame displacement, which
includes the displacement of the specimen, and machine compliance, which is the displacement
of the load frame that does not include the test specimen. The load frame displacement rate is
constant as demonstrated by the straight line in Figure 4.18. The figure demonstrates a separation
of the two displacements shown in the figure that occurs after the first 10,000 seconds of testing
or around 1% strain, which is around when yield occurs. During elastic loading, machine
compliance remains constant before separating below load frame displacement, but after yield,
strain of the test specimen ceases to be uniform and increases to maintain constant load frame
displacement rate at the set rate of 10-5 /s. Once localization has taken place, the rate ramps even
higher until the strain rate of the specimen is 10-5 /s. According to Figure 4.18, the rate of
specimen displacement must increase slightly higher because machine compliance begins
decreasing after ultimate strength (or when necking) is reached around 15,000 seconds. Thus,
constant crosshead speed manifests as an increase in the strain rate after yielding.
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Figure 4.18

Comparison of Load Frame Displacement to Machine Compliance for Slow Rate
Uniaxial Test of an Uncharged Tensile Specimen
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
Steels with high levels of strength and hardness can be subject to delayed fracture due to
hydrogen embrittlement. Four alloys were designed and produced in-house and compared with a
commercially available AR500 steel for comparison in hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility
testing. MRHAC was based on an alloy first targeting RHA, then redesigned using higher C to
target HHA requirements. HHS I was a lab-scale replicate of AR500, and HHS II was an alloy
offering higher hardness using alloy modifications and micro-alloying additions of Nb and B.
HHS III was designed with a C content level more aligned with RHA, using Ni and Cr to
increase hardness and toughness. HHS III was also designed to offer a lower strength level to
contribute to better resistance to hydrogen embrittlement.
The material properties were characterized using hardness, impact toughness, and tensile
testing. Tensile specimens were used to characterize hydrogen embrittlement in three selected
alloys. Two hydrogen charging conditions were used: sodium hydroxide and sulfuric acid.
Mechanical test results revealed similar strengths for AR500, MRHAC, HHS I, and HHS
II, varying from 1770 to 1810 MPa when quenched and then tempered at 246°C. HHS III
resulted in a strength of 1617 MPa. Results indicate that increasing S from 0.0005 to 0.0015
results in a decrease in strength of up to 186 MPa. MRHAC and HHS II were the two hardest
alloys, but both alloys also had lower impact toughness values than AR500. HHS I had slightly
better impact resistance compared to AR500. HHS III exhibited greater anisotropy but increased
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longitudinal impact resistance compared to AR500. Heat treating with the lower tempering
temperature of 200°C increased strength but also increased brittle behavior in CVN testing.
Three of the alloys were electrochemically charged with hydrogen for hydrogen
embrittlement testing. HHS III showed better performance against hydrogen embrittlement than
the other alloys that were tested. Toughness, as the integral of the stress-strain curve, was
correlated to hydrogen embrittlement. HHS III retained more toughness in the harshest charging
condition than MRHAC or HHS I retained after lighter hydrogen charging conditions.
By reducing C content, HHS III targeted the lower hardness bound within MIL-DTL46100E of 477 HB. Instead, Ni and Cr were used to accomplish the desired hardness. Because of
this design, HHS III met the hardness requirement and outperformed the other alloys as well
when charged in a harsher hydrogen environment. MRHAC was the hardest alloy and performed
worse than the other hydrogen charged alloys. Mn and Mo were used to add strength to
MRHAC. Because MnS is a known initiation site for hydrogen embrittlement, a reduction in the
Mn content in MRHAC might improve its performance in a hydrogen environment.
Higher Ceq may play a role in increasing hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility but may
not effect a materials susceptibility as much as C content itself. MRHAC contained the highest
Ceq of 0.69 and exhibited more hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility. HHS I had a lower Ceq at
0.61 and had improved hydrogen embrittlement resistance. HHS III contained the lowest amount
of C and had the lowest Ceq of 0.59. HHS III had the best hydrogen embrittlement resistance of
all the alloys tested. Because HHS I and HHS II had similar Ceq to HHS III, C itself may play a
larger role in hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility than Ceq.
Once a certain level of hydrogen charging was reached, the effect of hydrogen
embrittlement was abrupt. A small amount of hydrogen is required for embrittlement, so very
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small changes in the hydrogen concentration can cause large differences in material behavior.
Electrochemically charging HHS I and HHS III in NaOH with 5 g/L thiourea did not cause any
embrittlement behavior. However, charging the same alloys in NaOH with 10 g/L thiourea
caused the material to fail much sooner in testing due to the increase hydrogen content.
Because only three of the four designed alloys were hydrogen embrittlement tested, HHS
II may provide more insight to the correlation between toughness and hydrogen embrittlement
resistance. Also, improvements to HHS III to decrease anisotropy in mechanical results are
needed to prevent directional performance differences.
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APPENDIX A
APPENDIX: SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES
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A.1

Microstructural Images of All Alloys and Heat Treatments
In this appendix supplemental images for microstructural features can be found. All

alloys are shown here, including all three orientations of the microstructure: top, face, and rolling
direction. Both heat treatments of QT200 and QT246 are shown for the optical microstructure
images. Also, the inverse pole figures and reconstructed prior austenite grain boundary images
are also shown. The EBSD micrographs for grain size show rolling direction from the left of the
page to the right.
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Figure A.1

Optical Micrograph of AR500 QT246.

Surface represents the top view, Face represents looking parallel to rolling direction, and Rolling
represent the rolling direction right to left
83

Figure A.2

Optical Micrograph of MRHAC.

Surface represents the top view, Face represents looking parallel to rolling direction, and Rolling
represent the rolling direction right to left. QT200 is on the left, and QT246 is on the right.
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Figure A.3

Optical Micrograph of HHS I.

Surface represents the top view, Face represents looking parallel to rolling direction, and Rolling
represent the rolling direction right to left. QT200 is on the left, and QT246 is on the right.
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Figure A.4

Optical Micrograph of HHS II.

Surface represents the top view, Face represents looking parallel to rolling direction, and Rolling
represent the rolling direction right to left. QT200 is on the left, and QT246 is on the right.
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Figure A.5

Optical Micrograph of HHS III.

Surface represents the top view, Face represents looking parallel to rolling direction, and Rolling
represent the rolling direction right to left. QT200 is on the left, and QT246 is on the right.
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Figure A.6

Optical Micrograph of MRHAC + S.

Surface represents the top view, Face represents looking parallel to rolling direction, and Rolling
represent the rolling direction right to left. QT200 is on the left, and QT246 is on the right.
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Figure A.7

Optical Micrograph of HHS I + S.

Surface represents the top view, Face represents looking parallel to rolling direction, and Rolling
represent the rolling direction right to left. QT200 is on the left, and QT246 is on the right.
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A.2

Tabulated Hardness Data
Tabulated hardness data for the alloys studied are shown in Table A.1 and Table A.2

below. HRC and Brinell hardness tests were performed for each alloy, except AR500, for asquenched material and two tempering temperatures. The high S alloys, MRHAC +S and HHS I +
S, were tested at two additional higher tempering temperatures.

Table A.1

Hardness Rockwell C Results for HHS at Different Tempering Temperatures
HRC
As-quench

200

246

300

400

AR500

51.6 ± 1.4

49.8 ± 1.3

-

-

MRHAC

50.5 ± 0.8

52.2 ± 1.2 50.4 ± 1.2

-

-

HHS I

49.9 ± 0.8

50.2 ± 0.6 49.6 ± 1.3

-

-

HHS II

51.0 ± 1.1

50.4 ± 1.0 50.1 ± 0.8

-

-

HHS III

50.1 ± 0.3

49.7 ± 0.7 48.9 ± 0.7

-

-

MRHAC + S

51.5 ± 1.2

49.7 ± 0.1 48.3 ± 1.5 43.3 ± 0.5 41.7 ± 1.0

HHS I + S

48.0 ± 1.6

47.8 ± 1.9 46.2 ± 1.9 44.0 ± 0.2 41.1 ± 0.8
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Table A.2

Brinell Hardness Results for HHS at Different Tempering Temperatures
HBW
As-quench

200

246

AR500

548.0 ± 12.1

-

500.0 ± 17.8

MRHAC

547.3 ± 10

551.7 ± 5.8

544.7 ± 10.5

HHS I

531.0 + 12.1

533.7 ± 4.5

515.7 ± 2.9

HHS II

551.7 ± 5.8

555.0 ± 0.0

534.0 ± 0.0

HHS III

510 ± 0.0

502.8 ± 16.6 501.3 ± 11.0

MRHAC + S 516.0 ± 17.9 514.8 ± 28.3
HHS I + S

504.3 ± 9.5

508.4 ± 17.8 482.5 ± 29.8 429.5 ± 20.5
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